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Cross-selling versus Collaboration

• Cross-selling
- Supply-led
- Bilateral
- Defined services
- Individual problem-solving

• Collaboration
- Demand-led
- Multi-lateral
- Integrated bespoke solutions
- Collective problem-solving





Reasons Constraints Things to try





Collaboration helps reconcile the tension between 
provider specialisation and breadth of client problems

Professionals are getting 
more and more 

specialised in narrow 
fields and sectors

Client problems are 
getting more 

complex, diverse 
and broader
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The Digital Universe
(as measured by volume of data)

Source: visualcapitalist.com



Legal opportunities in the digital domain

• While not seen as a traditional legal worktype, there is growing 
demand for legal advice for all organisation embracing the digital 
economy. This includes:
• Commercialisation of data, data analytics and privacy
• Data governance and risk
• Technology transformation and outsourcing
• AI development and deployment
• Cloud contracting and the internet of things
• Cyber security
• Telecommunications services and technology infrastructure
• Development, use and transacting with blockchains



Collaboration is key in a legal world is moving 
towards open networks and “ecosystems”





Collaboration yields higher revenue for the firm

Source: Gardner, 2017

Average Annual
Hourly Rate 
Increase



Collaboration yields higher revenue for 
individuals

Source: Gardner, 2017

The lines 
represent
business (not just 
social) links 
between two
partners

Partner 2 revenue is four times that of Partner 1 with same hours worked 





Your lawyers enjoy solving important problems…



Collaboration can improve overall utilisation and 
practice ‘health’ 

Before After

100%
sustainable
capacity





Collaboration means stronger client loyalty

Source: Gardner, 2017



More ‘hooks’ means more client loyalty

5. Strategic partner

4. Primary provider

3. One of few preferred providers

2. One of many providers

1. Exploratory



Impact of more mature relationships on clients’
perceptions of service, value and future behaviour

Source: Beaton Benchmarks (Legal)

Answered ‘1’ or ‘2’ on relationship 
maturity question

Answered ‘3’, ‘4’ or ‘5’ on 
relationship maturity question





Collaboration helps make the sum more than the 
parts and builds resilience

Platform
Firms

• Remuneration linked to
individual financial 
contribution – direct 
and referred

• Clear rules, rigidly applied
• Economies of scale
• Lower fixed costs

One-Firm
Firms

• Firm-first
• Deeply collaborative – share

clients and resources
• Consistent style and quality
• Firm-subsidised investments
• High fixed costs

Clubs

• Mostly a group of individual 
practices / solo specialists

• Collegiate
• Variable style and quality
• Cross-sell when out-of-depth
• High fixed costs



Aggressive competitors will poach rainmakers with 
portable practices

The Club



A failed firm…



Negative spiral

High fixed 
cost base

Lower 
profits

Loss of 
key

rainmakers

Loss of 
confidence

Loss of 
revenue



Building resilience by institutionalising key 
client relationships

Client

Adviser Firm

Client

Adviser Firm

From this… … to this
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Constraint #1: Lawyer personality

Trait Lawyers General Public

Scepticism 90 50

Urgency 71 50

Sociability 12 50

Resilience 30 50

Autonomy 89 50

Source: Larry Richard, 2002



Constraint #2: Reported cultural barriers

Source: Gardner, 2018



Constraint #3: Most client relationships start 
on the left and have strong inertia



Constraint #4: A focus on individual measurement 
and reward



A work of caution… Dollars are no substitute 
for effective leadership
• Money is not an intrinsic motivator for most
• Provided knowledge workers are paid fairly, purpose, autonomy and 

mastery are more powerful motivators (Dan Pink)
• Special cases in law firms:

• Insecure overachievers
• Inflated egos
• Tenureds



Constraint #5: Risk of burnout

• A 2016 study showed that in most cases, 20% to 35% of value-added 
collaborations come from only 3% to 5% of employees. As people become 
known for being both capable and willing to help, they are drawn into 
projects and roles of growing importance. Their giving mindset and desire to 
help others quickly enhances their performance and reputation.
• But this “escalating citizenship” fuels the demands placed on top 

collaborators. Soon helpful employees become institutional bottlenecks: 
work doesn’t progress until they’ve weighed in. Worse, they are so 
overtaxed that they’re no longer personally effective.
• Often the best collaborators have the lowest engagement and career 

satisfaction scores 



TW - six groups 

A. Vector Group
B. University of Waikato
C. Agribusiness
D. MultiLaw
E. IT Partners
F. VC and Startups
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POSSIBLE STRATEGIES TO FACILITATE BETTER COLLABORATION IMPACT 
(V Small to Huge)

EFFORT 
(V Easy to V Hard) 

1. Know each other better – what we all offer

2. Fill key gaps in our offering

3. Encourage the language/mindset of ‘our’ client, not ‘my’ client

4. Elevate the role of Client Relationship Partner

5. Create new rewards that incentivise collaboration

6. Encourage hunting in packs / multi-partner client visits

7. Prepare more/better key client plans

8. Improve client knowledge sharing across the firm

9. Drive consistency in quality, documentation and client experience

10. Use ‘collaboration’ in internal feedback / performance conversations

11. Offer clients new multi-service and relationship pricing incentives 

12. Change the measurement system to promote collaboration

13. Make collaboration behaviours clear, specific, and compelling



Activity
1. Add to the list - what else might work in your firm
2. Rate each of these possible strategies 

on Impact and Effort
3. Plot ideas and pick 3
4. Identify next steps 
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